
Shuffle Quilt

This is about the easiest quilt you will ever make!

Quilt finishes 72" X 75".
Each block should measure 15" X 5" unfinished. Quilt 
Layout will be 5 rows of 16 blocks.
All seams should have a 1/4" seam allowance.

Questions regarding this pattern? 
Email bradie@sparrowstudioz.com

You will need: 
One "Layer Cake" stack OR 40--10-inch squares. 
2 yards of neutral background
1/2-yard binding fabric
Backing 80" X 80"
Batting 80" X 80" 



 

1)Cut the entire layer cake in half. You can cut about four layers at a time.
Separate the halves as you go. You will finish with two stacks of 40 rectangles 
5 X 10 inches.

2)From neutral fabric cut 14 strips each 5" wide. From these strips sub cut:
40 rectangles 5" X 4.5" wide. 
40 rectangles 5" X 3.5" wide. 
40 rectangles 5" X 2.5" wide. 
40 rectangles 5" X 1.5" wide. 



 3)Pair the 4.5" with the 1.5"
 neutral fabric strips.

These will go with half a 
layer cake.

4)Sew a 4.5" background fabric on one
side of a half layer cake.

Sew a 1.5" background fabric on the 
other side of the half layer cake.

Repeat for the remaining 39 half layer cake 
pieces.

6)Sew a 2.5" background fabric on one
side of a half layer cake.

Sew a 3.5" background fabric on the 
other side of the half layer cake.

Repeat for the remaining 39 half layer cake 
pieces.

5)Pair the 2.5" and
3.5" neutral fabrics.

These will go with the 
other half a layer cake.



7)Piece the blocks together alternating
between the two different types of 
blocks. 

Make 5 rows of 16 blocks.

Join your rows. 

I quilted my Shuffle quilt with a 
pantograph from Urban Elementz 
called Paisley.

Have any feedback or suggestions?
Email me! bradie@sparrowstudioz.com

I hope to see pics of your version of Shuffle! 

Feel free to email or post them on our Sparrow 
Studioz Facebook Page. :)
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